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|ust as a ballclub needs a pitcher and a catcher, EDN's
All-Star PC needs software to be complete. The

cardinal component of any software repertoire is the
operating system. The All-Star PC uses several.

perating systems get very little respect from users,
probably because they get in your way more often
than not. Cryptic commands and mysterious

commandline switches make text-oriented operat-
ing systems difficult to use. Yet these essential pro-
grams define how you interact with your computer.
Microsoft's DOS is cunently the most popular PC
operating system, but it isn't the only player avail-
able for high-end PCs like EDN's All-Star PC. Mul-
t i taskingoperatingsystems,includingUnixand
OS/2, are waiting in the on-deck circle.

Many people think DOS is getting long in the tooth. ',

DOS and the PC were introduced together in 1981 and
both have since evolved. DOS 1.0 mimicked Digital
Research's CP/M operating system, which ran on
the 8080 pP. But DOS 2.0 gained a character I

a
all its own by incorporating i'ierarchical directo - --' i
ries. The most recent release, DOS 4.01, over-
comes many of the operating system's lingering
limitations. It supports expanded memory, ,{
large hard disks, and a limited form of &'
multitasking. The All-Star PC includes
DOS 4.01 as one of its operating systems
because of the many applications pro- t'
grams available for DOS-based systems.

DOS 4.01 allows the All-Star PC to use

STBVEN H LEIBSON,
Senior Regional Editor



the entire 315M bytes of the
Seagate Wren Runner hard-disk
drive as one physical disk drive.
Earlier versions of DOS could han-
dle logical drives no larger than
32M bytes. DOS 3.3 split each of
the All-Star PC's 315M-byte Wren
Runners into 10 logical drives, a
shortcoming that caused problems
with some programs. DOS 4.0lfs so-
lution is much cleaner.

Since DOS's introduction, the in-
dustry's definition of just what an
OS should provide has
evolved. In the heyday of
CP/I\{ and DOS 1.0, most
PCs had either limited or
no graphics hardware.
Consequently, the oper-
ating systems for these
machines provided very
little support. Now how-
ever, graphics displays
are integral to most PCs.
Yet DOS still shuns
graphics support. It
clings to the past because
its existing base of appli-
cations programs can't
take advantage of new
graphics services. DOS
4.01 provides a graphics-
shell program that creates the illu-
sion of a graphical user inter{ace
(GUI), but the applications pro-
gtams that you activate ftom that
shell must supply their own graph-
ics drivers, like any DOS program.
As a result, every DOS applications
program looks and acts differently.
There's nothing inherently wrong
with differentiation, but a wide-
open operating environment like
DOS extracts a penalty in user inef-
frciency and in learning time.

Microsoft recognized years ago
that DOS was falling short of con-
temporary operating-system expec-
tancies, so it developed the Win-
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dows operating-system shell to add
missing features. The earliest ver-
sions of Windows provided a stan-
dard set of graphics services that
allowed applications programmers
to produce software with a common
look and feel. Unfortunately, Win-
dows can only provide graphics
services to programs that are spe-
cifically written to make use of
them. No soft,ware shell can retrofit
graphics on a program created igno-
rant of GUI concepts. But DOS pro-

Though lt cannot reboflt GUI rtandar{lzadon to erlrtlng IX)S appllca.
donr programr, Quarterded'r DESQvlew 386 etlll matrager to povlde
wlndowlng and nuldtar&lng rervlcer.

grams still outnumber Windows
applications programs by a sub-
stantial margin, so most existing
PCs cunently operate without the
Windows GUI. This situation may
ehange however, as more 80386-
and 80486-based PCs enter the
workplace. Windows/386 version
2.11, the latest and most power-
ful version of the package, runs
DOS applications. With the added
hardware boost from the 80386-
pP family, it also provides memory
management and multitasking
services. Thus Windows/386 pro-
vides a bridge between existing
DOS applications and a GUI-

based OS: DOS plus Windows.
Quarterdeck Offrce Systems rec-

ognized the limitations inherent in
DOS and took a different approach
to enhancing DOS's capabilities.
The company's DESQview 386 op
erating-system shell for DOS pro-
vides multitasking and windowing
services like Microsoft's Windows/
386. QEMM (the Quarterdeck ex-
panded memory manager for the
80386) is part of the DESQview 886
package; it provides memory-man-

agement services for
DESQviav. Wittt QEMM,
you can eonvert all mem-
ory above the first mega-,
byte into so-called ex-
panded memory (called
block-switched memory in
the days of CP/M). Many
DOS programs can take
advantage of expanded
memory for large data
structures, and the
DESQview shell uses ex-
panded memory to pro-
vide multitasking under
DOS. Windows/886 per-
forms similar feats with
expanded memory. How-
ever, unlike Windows/

386, DESQview doesn't bestow a
graphics-interface standard upon
application programs. Instead, its
windows differ greatly in appear-
ance from one to the next, depend-
lng on the user interface built into
the underlying program.

EDN's All-Star PC runs both
Windows/386 and DESQview 886,
but it can only run one at a time
because both programs want to
manage the system's memory, an
event that would lead to conflicts
if both operated concunently. To
use both, you must keep two differ-
ent CONFIG.SYS files on your
hard disk and place the one you
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-ff$?,"'J,:5 3l"f'or,, u,."want in the root directory, then re-
boot your PC to activate the desired
shell program. This procedure lacks
any semblance of elegance, but it
works.

Concurrency streamlines work
Windows/386 and DESQview 386

make PC users more efhcient by al-
lowing many programs to run con-
currently. In such an environment,
PC users can jump from program
to program instantly as warranted
by the day's tasks and by those
pesky intermptions everyone deals
with. Both programs also allow
processing for background tasks, so
you can initiate a long processing
job and then switch to another task
while the background processing
occurs. Far too many people state
that most PC users do not need and
cannot take advantage of concur-
rent-program operation. That's
bunk! Concurrent-program opera-
tion allows you to leave one task
to handle an intermption and later
return to the same spot. Everyone
deals with intermptions on a daily
basis, so it's foolish to say that few
can benefit from the advantages
provided by programs like
DESQview 386 or Windows/386.

Software compilation, for exam-
ple, greatly benefits from back-
ground processing. Software devel-
opers have used background compi-
lation on minicomputers and main-
frame computers for decades. A
multitasking OS allows you to jump
from a debugger to an editor to a
compiler and back to the debugger.
Similarly, a hardware designer can
jump from a schematic-capture
package to a simulator to a pc-
board-layout package to a thermal-
analysis package and back again.
Engineers can very definitely bene-
fit from concurrent-program opera-
tion and multitasking.

But DOS applications aren't re-
ally designed for multitasking envi-
ronments and therefore lack fea-
tures that could make them even
more useful. For example, pro-
grams designed for a single-tasking
environment aren't likely to contain

facilities to communicate with other
running programs. Only one pro-
gram at a time can run under a sin-
gle-tasking OS, so it would be silly
to include such capabilities. Yet
real-time communications among
programs can be quite useful, par-
ticularly for engineering applica-
tions.

For example, a schematic-cap-
ture program can transmit design
changes to a bill-of-materials pro-
gram to a program that calculates
power dissipation to still another
program that calculates the pro-
ject's component cost. The elec-
tronic-product-development tools in
the latest software release from
Mentor Graphics Corp (Beaverton,
OR) do exactly that. However these
tools, collectively called Software
Release 8.0, currently run under

Accelerating system performance through GUIs
GUIs don't just help users make
more effrcient use of their ma-
chines. They can also make pro-
grarns run faster through the use
of graphics accelerators, such as
the NEC Multisync Graphics En-
gine or the Hewlett-Packard IGC
20 discussed in Part 3. You can't
easily boost a computerrs overall
pertormance with a graphics-ac-
celerator card if every application
program must be aware of the ac-

celerator and know how to use it.
Unfortunately, that is what must
occur if you use unenhanced DOS.

However, if all application pro-
grams use standard graphics
services from the OS, then only
the operating system needs to be
awaxe ofthe accelerator. Thus
PC operating systems with GUIs,
such as DOS with Windows, OS/2
with Presentation Manager, or
Unix with Motif, can provide ac-

celerated graphics to all applica-
tion programs with only one set
of display drivers installed in the
operating system. An application
program need not even be con-
cerned about whether or not a
graphics-accelerator card is in-
stalled in the system. If an accel-
erator is present the program will
run faster. But that is the only
operational difference.
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Unix and only on workstation-class
computers. Without multitasking,
you would need to run each pro-
gram in turn to compute the various
effects caused by the design
changes. Because a collection of in-
tegrated application programs like
Software Release 8.0 promises to
provide a large jump in individual
productivity, the PC market is gird-
ing for the jump to multitasking op-
erating systems over the next two
years.

Dueling operating systems
Unix and OS/2 are fighting for

the lead as the PC multitasking op-
erating system of choice. Most engi-
neers have at least heard of Unix.
Workstation and software vendors
like Mentor made Unix the primary
operating system for their technical
applications. GUIs such as the Open
Software Foundation's Motif meta-
morphose Unix from a hacker's de-
light into an OS that can be used
by people with a wide range of com-
puter skills. Intel claims, based on
industry surveys, that almost 607a
of Unix-based computer systems
shipped annually now incorporate
80286 and 80386 pPs, and that
many of those systems are PCs.
Minicomputers, RISC-based prod-
ucts, and Motorola 68000-based
computers constitute the remainder
of the market. PCs are clearly a big
part of the Unix world, although
Unix currently represents only a
small part of the PC's market.

For high-end PC's, OSi2 will be
Unix's biggest competitor. OS/2
looks and operates a lot like DOS
but provides additional capabilities
such as multitasking. With the addi-
tion of the Presentation Manager
GUI, OS/2 becomes a graphical OS
that resembles the DOSAMindows
combo. But OS/2 is strictlv an OEM
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product for Microsofb; the company
doesn't sell the operating system to
end users, at least not yet. Cur-
rently, computer OEMs must use
Microsoft's OS/2 development kit to
build a custom-tailored version of
OS/2 for their specific hardware
configurations. Although earlier
versions of OS/2 (through version
1.2) run on both 80286-and 80386-
based computers, Microsoft's OS/2
version 2.0, currently available only
in development-kit form, runs only

on computers that employ pPs from
the 80386 family.

In addition to multitasking, Unix
and OS/2 provide another sorely
needed feature: the ability to use
more than 640k bytes of RAM for
a program. This long-standing
DOS-imposed limitation seemed in-
consequential when DOS was first
introduced. Compared to CP/M's
64k-byte limit, DOS's 640k-byte
ceiling seemed vast. But software
developers have made grand exten-
sions to their products since 1981.
They have attempted (and often
succeeded) to take on tasks never
thought possible on a PC. As a re-
sult, word processors have evolved
into desktop-publishing packages,
schematic-capture progTams grap-
ple with pc boards of ever increas-
ing complexity, and some PLD com-
pilers now attempt to fit designs
into multiple devices. All of these
added capabilities demand more

Beartng a strong fanlly reoemblance to ite courln, Microsoft Windows/386, the Presentation
Manager adds GUI capabllltleo to Mlcroeoft's OS/2 operating oyrtem.
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memory, so the 640k-byte barrier,
once a liberating factor, has now be-
come a constant stumbling block.

Both Unix and OS/2 circumvent
DOS's 640k-byte limitation. BY
their inherent desigts, they make
use of the memory above the first
megabyLe as conventional (not ex-
tended or expanded) memory. Be-
cause Unix and OS/2 version 2.0
don't run on 8088- and 80286-based
machines, they don't limit programs
to the frrst megabyte of memory.
In addition, both operating systems
support virtual-memory oPeration,
which permits applications Pro-
grams to run as though there were
more RAM in the system than is
actually present. Virtual-operating
systems load only the parbs of a pro-
gram that are required for immedi-
ate operations and leave unneeded
sections of code on the system's disk
until they are needed. Disk capacity
becomes the new limiting factor for
program size, and hard-disk drives
are getting very big indeed.

Unix for the PC

EDN's All-Star PC runs two fla-
vors of Unix-Xenix and Unix/386.
Both are offered by the Santa Cruz
Operation (SCO). Xenix is a com-
pact version of Unix designed to op-
erate on 80286- and 80386-based
PCs. The stock version suPPorts
only two types of hard-disk control-
lers-the de facto standard West-
ern Digital WD1003 controller for
ST-506 hard-disk drives and
Adaptec's AHA1540 SCSl-host-
adapter family. The WD1003
doesn't work with SCSI-based disk
drives, and, as discussed in Part 2,
the Adaptec boards conflict with

Quarterdeck's DOS-extension prod-
ucts. The solution, for Xenix, is to
add a special Xenix driver for the
IN-2000. Always TechnologY, the

vendor that supplied the IN-2000
SCSI host adapter for the All-Star
PC, finished a disk driver for SCO's
Xenix just in time for this article.

SCO's Unix/386 is Parb of the
company's Open Desktop package,
which combines a version of Unix
System V version 3.2, aPC version
of Motif, and various standard net-
working and communications Pro-
grams into one comprehensive
product. Open Desktop is a very big
operating system by PC standards.
To run it, a PC needs at least 8M
bytes of RAM and should have at

least 100M bytes ofhard-disk space
available. Unlike Xenix, SCO's
Open Desktop package runs strictly
on PCs that employ pPs from the
80386 family.

The Open Desktop can share the
hard disk with other operating sys-
tems, such as DOS and OS/2'
through DOS's disk-Partitioning
scheme. However, You must use the
respective operating sYstems'
FDISK programs to activate a Par-
tition. The active partition deter-
mines which operating sYstem will
take over the next time the com-
puter boots. SCO Xenix has a

r75
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"DOS" command that is supposed
to switch a system over to DOS,
but this command didn't work on
the All-Star PC. Steven llatz, the
vice president of soft,ware engineer-
ing at Always Technology, sur-
mised that Unix's DOS command
failed because it didn't recognize
the large DOS 4.01 disk partition
as a valid DOS partition. DOS 4.01's
disk partition differs from the parti-
tions created by older DOS vin-
tages.

A tenuous, 3-way OS marriage
Tlying to get DOS, OS/2, and

Uni/386 to coexist on a hard disk
on the All-Star PC presented sev-
eral problems. The first was getting
the right disk drivers for all three
operating systems. OS vendors
write their disk drivers for the PC's
lowest common denominator: the

WD1003. Any deviation requires a
hard-disk driver to link the operat-
ing system to the "foreign" control-
ler. The All-Star PC's IN-2000 in-
corporates a BIOS ROM that pro-
vides its own DOS driver, so no ex-
tra software is needed. Always also
supplied a loadable driver for Xenix
because Xenix does not use the
BIOS ROM's disk-access routines.
Because OS/2 and Unix also won't
make use of the IN-2000's BIOS
ROM, they too require disk drivers.
As the deadline for this article ap-
proached, it appeared that Always
Technology would not be able to
supply OS/2 and Unix drivers for
its board in time for this project.

Fortunately, Perceptive Solu-
tions Inc (PSI) had just completed
its first production run of Hyper-
store 1600 disk controllers. The Hy-
perstore 1600 is a caching disk con-
troller with interchangeable media
adapters. It can operate ST-506-,

ESDI-, and SCSI-based hard disks.
The controller board accepts 4M
bytes of dynamic RAM (DRAM) for
its disk cache and employs a Zilog
2,280 p,P for SCSI and cache con-
trol. An auxiliary memory board
can boost the controller's cache
RAM to 20M bytes. The Hyper-
store 1600 operates in either a na-
tive SSP (standard-storage-proto-
col) mode or a WD1003 emulation
mode. PSI says that its SSP mode
is slightly faster than the WDl003
mode. But, any PC operating sys-
tem can use the emulation mode
without additional disk drivers. The
major drawback to emulation is that
the WD1003 register-set definition
limits the hard-disk capacity to two
450M-byte drives. Fortunately,
that limitation presented no prob-
lems for the All-Star PC's two
315M-byte drives.

Though installing the Hyperstore
1600 presented few problems, there
was one tough nut that had to be
cracked-a conflict between the
Hyperstore 1600's integral floppy-
disk controller and the Compaticard
IV card from Microsolutions, which
was already in the All-Star PC. You
can't disable the Hyperstore 1600's
floppy-disk controller (although you
can move it to a secondary address,
which also conflicts with the Com-
paticard IV). As a result, the frnal
configuration gives control of the
All-Star PC's two |t/a-in. floppy-disk
drives to the Hyperstore 1600 and
retains the Compaticard IV for the
two 3%-in. floppy-disk drives. In
this confrguration, the Hyperstore
1600 uses the primary floppy-disk-
controller address, and the Compa-
ticard IV occupies the secondary
address.

Tape-drive control became a
problem when the Hyperstore 1600
entered the mix. Because I would

lftperstore 1600 Oisk Gontrofler
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be switching between the IN-2000
and the Hyperstore 1600, the All-
Star PC needed a ne\il tape-backup
scheme. PSI has not yet developed
tape drivers for its SCSI controller,
and the Novastor tape-utility pro-
gram supplied with the IN-2000
only works with the IN-2000. The
addition of a third SCSI host
adapter, Future Domain's TMC-
860, solved the problem. Future
Domain introduced drivers for the
Sytos tape-backup program late
last year and supplied that software
for the All-Stax PC project.

Sytos from Sytron Corp (West-
boro, MA) is a general-pur?ose
tape-backup utility. The Future Do-
main drivers link Sytos and the
TMC-860 to the All-Star PC's
Exabyte EXB€200 cartridge-tape
subsystem. Packing three SCSI
host adapters into one PC is hardly
an effrcient configuration. One SCSI

controller should be able to control
all of the All-Star PC's SCSI-based
mass-storage devices, but the TMC-
860 is a bit slow for the Wren Run-
ner disk drives, the IN-2000 has a
limited repertoire of OS drivers,
and the Hyperstore 1600 lacks tape
drivers. The vendors ofthese SCSI
host adapters will undoubtedly
solve most of these problems in the
near future, but for now, the All-
Star PC must rely on the services
of several SCSI host adapters to ac-

complish all of the project's goals.
Using either the IN-2000 or the

Hyperstore 1600, DOS 4.01 and
Windows/386 loaded easily. How-
ever, while using the Hyperstore
1600 to load either SCO's Open
Desktop or Microsoft's OS/2 version
2.0, the All-Star PC locked up
shortly after beginning the installa-
tion. As it turned out, neither prob-
lem was related to the Hlperstore
1600. Unable to solve the Unix and
OS/2 installation problems alone, I
took the All-Star PC and Steven
I(atz to Colorado Springs to visit
Ron Sartore at Cheetah's R&D
labs.

Sartore solved the Unix/386
problem in less than a day. Early
in the installation process, Unix/386
tries to gauge the size of a PC's
memory. When it tried to read the
first byte ofthe 17th megabyte, the
All-star PC's memory subsystem
refused to complete the memory-
bus handshake and the system
froze. A new address-decoder PLD
cured that problem, and we loaded
SCO's Open Desktop without fur-
ther trouble.

OS/2 version 2.0 also didn't like
the All-Star PC's configuration and
refused to load. However, in this
case the PC's hardware wasn't
freezing; the processor continued to
execute code, but externally, the
PC was dead and wouldn't load OS/
2 from the floppy. The same prob-
lem appeared when we tried to load

Wlth the pupcr dlrplry drlven, a hlgh-rcroludon graphlo accelerator ltlc the NDC Muldrync
Gnphlcr englne allowr Mlcruooft Wlndowr/386 to thww a lot of lnfornadon onto the ueen
qulc}ly.
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OS/2 version 2.0 on a Cheetah sys-
tem using a genuine WD1003 disk
controller, again exonerating the
Hyperstore 1600. It was probably
a bit of a reach to expect that this
pre-release version of OS/2 would
run on the All-Star PC's compli-
cated configuration, but we made
the attempt anyway. By then time
had run out, so we took a fall-back
position. OS/2 version 1.1 loaded
without any problems.

High-end PCs based on Intel's
80386 pP family give you many op-
erating-system alternatives. For to-
day's PC software, such as the engi-
neering packages to be discussed in
Parb 5, DOS is the clear operating
system of choice. However, the ad-
vent of multitasking, virtual-oper-
ating systems such as Unix/386 and
OS/2 version 2.0 will allow software
developers to create more power-
fuI, interrelated sets of application
programs for PCs in the years
ahead. ql
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